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Help: Giving Tuesday Has Hijacked My Inbox
by David H. King
President & CEO

Let me start by saying that we at Alexander Haas are strong
advocates for Giving Tuesday and anything else that promotes the
growth and expansion of philanthropy.

But (and you knew that was coming), I’m sitting here on Tuesday,
November 28, watching my inbox fill up with Giving Tuesday
solicitations. I quit counting them when it got to 35 by 10 a.m.
Some of these are organizations that I’ve already made my annual
gift to for 2023. Some are organizations that I have not supported

in years. I received a solicitation from two organizations (including what seems like one an
hour from one of them) to whom my only gift – ever – was a memorial gift for a friend who
passed away. At this point, it is only 10:51 as I type this; I have moved on to just deleting
them unread. And they are still pouring in.

I will acknowledge that, by virtue of my 30 years of working with nonprofits, I’m probably in
more nonprofit databases than the average person. With that said, what I have noticed
about the ones that I have read is that they are basically all the same. Essentially, they are
asking me to give because it is Giving Tuesday. They are not making a case that they are
worthy of the gift. They are not making the case that they are addressing a real need in a
meaningful way. They are not telling me about their aspirations and plans that my support
will help them to fulfill. Nope, they are telling me that I should give because it is Giving
Tuesday. It reminds me of calls I get from time to time from organizations who tell me,
“Next year is our 50th anniversary, so we want to have a big capital campaign”. When I ask
what the campaign will fund, the answer is usually, “We have not figured that out yet, but
we want to have a campaign.” Folks, the marking of an anniversary – no matter how
significant – is not in and of itself a compelling reason to give. And frankly, neither is the fact
that it is the Tuesday after Thanksgiving.

Giving Tuesday has led some to abandon critical aspects of effective fundraising. Number
one is – you must have a compelling case for support. I think in the rush to “get in on” Giving
Tuesday, many organizations’ strategy is to simply bombard people with email and remind
them that it is Giving Tuesday. I wonder how long that will continue to work?

As I said in the open, I support Giving Tuesday. Spotlighting philanthropy is a very good
thing. However, solicitation messaging has become routine for many, and the focus is on the
volume rather than the quality of communication. It is time to get back to making the case
and using some creativity to capitalize on Giving Tuesday.

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8278afa671fa7c70c6a2b1307f8b0947da29a8c352360376f052583e8e3c5e299287af475a8cb514f
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8fb32b151b8776689e451fc9c8108469e931e16978c1de6bd5c16a72467e1d6fb2fcc62014bea946e
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc820717f8c936f3d363bfb24fde1c87206aa3cb6476a3dbcaf00617e026cbe316b61fed5738cd897fa


By the way, I have vowed not to open any social media today, as I know it is going to be
consumed with Giving Tuesday appeals.
 

Our Team

 
Today's the Day! Wishing everyone a successful fundraising day!

 

Donor Participation Dropped in ‘22

In 2022, the U.S. nonprofit sector saw a 1.7% decline in total giving, a 10% drop in the number
of donors, and a 3.5% decrease in retention rates. A report from Independent Sector found
that while roughly 90% of the drop in donors was among those giving less than $500 annually,
the number of major ($5,000 to $50,000) and supersize (more than $50,000) donors also fell
by 3.1% and 2.1%, respectively.

Other Key Findings

52% of the respondents indicated they trust what the non-profit does is right, down 7
percentage points from 2020.
39% of survey respondents who said their personal financial situation was “getting
worse” trusted nonprofits, compared to 67% of those who said it was “getting better.”
31% of nonprofits reported engaging in advocacy or lobbying in 2022, a significantly
smaller percentage than 20 years ago, despite 90% of the public supporting nonprofits
educating policymakers on communities.
48.5% of nonprofits reported increasing staff workloads to meet rising demands for
services in 2023.
Nearly two-thirds of nonprofit employees over 25 hold a bachelor’s degree or higher,
nearly 20% struggled to afford basic necessities in 2021.

More here. NPD, 11-15
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https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc859b1416cc521b1acec4ddfd17da8d45d2521f5a96f6f50b4bfe241394d2cc698cbb2c537cbe38e55
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8804191912a87d2215e78520b1f8f40f676b1ac07d4e29be6429f919ebb8cb0431c3710ee20beeefa
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc859b1416cc521b1acec4ddfd17da8d45d2521f5a96f6f50b4bfe241394d2cc698cbb2c537cbe38e55
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc895597f5cb7dbdee250421179016b77b0930319331b7ca1a09991907310b15506f54813ff79e0b7e2
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8804191912a87d2215e78520b1f8f40f676b1ac07d4e29be6429f919ebb8cb0431c3710ee20beeefa


Giving Rates Fell Across Racial/Ethnic Groups

Giving rates to all types of charities, including religious organizations, decreased among all
racial and ethnic groups studied over an 18-year span, but there were variations in the timing
and extent of these declines.

A report from the Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy found that the
decline in giving rates among communities of color can be partially attributed to economic
factors, including recessions, and placed overall giving rates in two categories: pre-recession
(2000-08) and post-recession (2008-18). Before the recession, the most substantial drop in
overall giving rates was observed in American Indian households—a decline of 11 percentage
points, which after the recession narrowed to 7 percentage points, making it the smallest
decrease among racial and ethnic groups.

Overall giving by Asian American households before the recession rose 8 percentage points,
the most out of all groups. After the recession, Asian American giving declined by 21
percentage points, the most significant reduction after Hispanic Americans, who experienced
a 23-percentage point decrease. NPD, 11-17

The report can be found here.
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DAF Grants More Than Double in Five Years

Total grant dollars awarded through donor-advised funds (DAFs) has more than doubled in the
past five years, according to a study from the National Philanthropic Trust annual Donor-
Advised Fund Report. The report found that in 2022, the value of grants from DAFs to charities
worldwide totaled $52.16 billion—an increase of 9% year-over-year and 119% since 2018.
Contributions to DAFs also grew 9% to $85.53 billion, and the number of DAF accounts rose 2.9%
to 1.95 million.

The total value of DAF assets stood at $228.89 billion in 2022, up 85% since 2018, despite
falling 1.1% due to market volatility. The aggregate grantmaking payout rate declined to 22.5%
from the record 27.3% set in 2021 but remained well above the typical 5% annual payout of
private foundations. NPD, 11-17

We Know Atlanta Nonprofits
For more than 35 years, Alexander Haas has been a fixture in the Atlanta nonprofit
community. We are honored to have worked with some of the largest, and some of the
smallest, organizations that help make Atlanta a better place to live.

Our Client Partners

A Fresh Approach to Nonprofit Fundraising 
Our services aren’t cookie cutter. We don’t operate with a boilerplate, merely changing
names and locations. We craft each and every service we provide to match your unique
needs, wants and abilities. We work hard and expect you to do the same. Together we can
help you transform your organization, your fundraising, and the people you serve.

https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8b8789c05820bf3b810186910cd2a9f88ce82aaa87e0bb77bcde6f0942be3c00c061f6878681da1f4
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc827f04f999cc7b8d2d06502d9eee5da3a6688a4d928831c9221b0f61ec13bd914459304118fd5838e
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc848f91268ef283cef0b09e3b5099e2b85f33b6c8a2015bb715ea05d6488d6b771c44678dd9a5525bf
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc8b8789c05820bf3b810186910cd2a9f88ce82aaa87e0bb77bcde6f0942be3c00c061f6878681da1f4
https://cl.exct.net/?qs=a5c7a777f64aefc827f04f999cc7b8d2d06502d9eee5da3a6688a4d928831c9221b0f61ec13bd914459304118fd5838e


Whether your need is in Capital Campaign, Annual Fund Campaign, Major Gifts, Leadership
Annual Giving, Planned Giving or all of the above, we take a fresh approach to nonprofit
fundraising.

Our Services

www.fundraisingcounsel.com
info@alexanderhaas.com

Piedmont Place | 3520 Piedmont Place NE, Suite 450 |
Atlanta GA 30305-1512 | 404.525.7575
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